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Tis paper studies the distribution characteristics of acoustic emission (AE) events in supporting roadways under diferent
dynamic load conditions through numerical simulation and theoretical analysis. According to the principle of AE numerical
simulation, the roadway model is established by FLAC3D software, and the supporting structure of the bolt cable is established by
editing the Fish function. According to the model dynamic load application criterion, the relationship between the peak velocity of
the particle, the distance from the source center to the dynamic impact damage point, and the dynamic load intensity is in-
troduced. Te velocity-distance-energy relationship is deduced from the relationship to determine the magnitude of the dynamic
load energy.Te simulation results show that the intensity of the dynamic load source and the distance of the dynamic load source
directly impact the AE events. Te larger the dynamic load intensity and the closer to the dynamic load source, the more
concentrated the AE events.Te roadway has a blocking efect on the transmission of the dynamic load stress waves. According to
this characteristic, the roadway can be protected by a high-pressure relief roadway. Rock lithology greatly infuences the
transmission of dynamic load stress waves and the number of AE events. When the dynamic load stress wave passes through the
rock strata of diferent lithologies, the attenuation of the dynamic load energy and the number of AE events are large. However,
when the dynamic load stress wave passes through the rock strata of the same lithology, the attenuation of the dynamic load energy
and AE events is small.Te surrounding rock structure in the bottom corner area of the roadway is susceptible to disturbance from
dynamic load sources above the roadway. Te results are greatly signifcant for studying the AE characteristics of support
roadways with disturbance-typeimpact failure.

1. Introduction

With the deepening of coal mining, rock burst [1, 2] disasters
have become increasingly serious, which seriously restricts
the safe mining of coal. Due to the complexity of rock burst
disaster-causing factors and the uncertainty of time and
space, the current stage of rock burst research work cannot
completely prevent or warn against disasters. As the last line
of defense for the prevention and control of rock bursts, the
support is afected by three highs and one disturbance efect

[3–5]. Several dynamic stress phenomena in the mining
process are likely to become factors of fracture and in-
stability of the surrounding rock in the supporting roadway.
Terefore, the support roadway faces new challenges. Te
disturbance-type shock failure of the roadway surrounding
the rock source [6] has a great infuence on roadway support
design. Te impact failure type of the source disturbance is
accompanied by the transfer of energy, and the energy
transmitted to the roadway in the form of waves damages the
rocks around the roadway and along the energy propagation
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path, resulting in rock fracture. Te fracture damage of the
rock releases elastic energy, resulting in acoustic emission
(AE) events. Using AE detection technology [7, 8] and
numerical simulation software to study the fracture char-
acteristics of rock with source disturbance impact damage is
of great signifcance for roadway support design.

For a long time, scholars worldwide have conducted
several studies on applying AE-monitoring technology in
coal mining. Based on the laboratory simulation test, Lin
et al. [1] used the impact loading device to conduct loading
and unloading tests on the surrounding rock model under
four diferent stress gradients. By capturing the AE energy
events of loading and unloading specimens and infrared
monitoring anomalies, the energy evolution characteristics
of the model during the entire loading process were
quantitatively analyzed. Li et al. [9] conducted hydraulic
fracturing (HF) tests under true triaxial stress on three-
dimensional coal samples in the laboratory and studied the
time variation of injection pressure curves and AE waveform
parameters at diferent stages through AE-monitoring
technology. Te results showed that the characteristics of
the AE waveform parameters well refect the growth be-
havior of coal HF. Zhili et al. [10] studied the AE, energy, and
damage evolution of coal samples under three uniaxial cyclic
loading and unloading conditions. Based on the Brazilian-
splitting test and uniaxial and triaxial compression tests, Su
et al. [11] and Yang et al. [12], respectively, studied the
evolution of rock failure and AE characteristics under dif-
ferent loading rates, which further deepened the un-
derstanding of rock failure process and provided theoretical
support for rock stability analysis in mining design and
construction. Using laboratory test methods, Xue et al. [13]
utilized a high-accuracy automatic testing machine with
a controllable loading rate and an AE experimental system to
detect and locate stratal instability in the laboratory. Te
results show that the greater the energy released by the AE
signal, the more prone to rock burst. In the numerical
simulation of AE, Lv et al. [14] used RFPA2D software to
study the compressive strength, crack generation and
propagation, and failure mode of coal with combined de-
fects. According to the distribution characteristics of the AE
energy of combined coal simulated by RFPA2D software, the
failure process of coal with combined defects was analyzed.
Based on the cohesive zone model in ABAQUS, Meng et al.
[15] studied the infuence of bedding plane properties on
rock strength, fracture, and AE characteristics.

Most of the above scholars’ research contents are based
on AE technology to study the damage evolution law of rock.
However, there are few AE simulation studies on the sur-
rounding coal mine rock-supporting roadways under dy-
namic load. Terefore, based on FLAC3D numerical
simulation [16–18] software, this study uses numerical
simulation and theoretical analyses to study the AE char-
acteristics of the surrounding rock of supporting roadways
under dynamic load. Under dynamic loads, the surrounding
rock of roadways is often in an unstable state of repeated
loading and unloading, and the process of fracture, ex-
pansion, and fracture occurs inside. In this process, the rock

produces an AE phenomenon. By detecting the AE phe-
nomenon inside the rock, the unloading failure of the rock
can be observed and predicted, which is greatly signifcant
for roadway support design.

2. Numerical Simulation Scheme Design of
AE in Supporting Roadways under
Different Dynamic Loads

2.1. Numerical Simulation Principle of AE. AE is a phe-
nomenon in that the internal structure of the local part of the
rock material is changed under the action of external, which
causes the stress redistribution in the rock material, releases
energy, and produces transient elastic waves. Its energy
conversion is frommechanical energy to acoustic energy. AE
is closely related to the generation of cracks in rocks. Te
expansion and closure of cracks in rocks produce the AE.
FLAC3D numerical simulation software has signifcant
advantages in simulating the mechanical properties of a rock
mass. By constructing the model, the constitutive re-
lationship is given to the model so that the model has the
mechanical properties of rock.Temodel causes the fracture
of the model unit under the condition of applying an ex-
ternal load, and the model unit releases elastic energy during
fracture. In FLAC3D numerical simulation, the function is
introduced into the calculation model by Fish language, and
the strain energy of the unit is calculated in each operation.
Te rupture of eachmodel unit releases energy to produce an
AE event. In the record of AE events, the history command
provided by FLAC3D numerical simulation software creates
sampling record variables to sample and store the target
object.

2.2. Model Unit Rupture Event Judgment Basis. During the
numerical simulation, the generation of AE events is related
to whether the elastic energy stored in the model unit is
released. Terefore, the elastic energy stored in the model
unit is calculated by the following equation:

W �
1
2E

σ21 + σ22 + σ23 − 2μ σ1σ2 + σ1σ3 + σ2σ3(  , (1)

where E is the elastic modulus of the medium, μ is the
Poisson’s ratio of the medium, and σ1, σ2, and σ3 are the
maximum, intermediate, and minimum principal stresses
applied by the model, respectively.

In the process of model calculation under dynamic load,
the elastic energy in the model unit changes continuously
with the calculation time step. As shown in equation (2), if
the calculated energy density diference is positive, it rep-
resents the energy storage. If it is negative, it represents the
energy release of the model unit. At this time, the energy
release state of the model unit is recorded as an AE event.

ΔUe � Ue − Ue
′, (2)

where Ue is the elastic energy of the existing state of the
model unit and Ue

′ is the elastic energy of the previous state
of the model unit.
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2.3. Simulation Program. Te numerical model herein is
based on the actual conditions of the Xinjulong Coal Mine.
Te study aims to investigate the deformation of the
roadway and fracture of the rock mass around the roadway
under diferent dynamic loads applied to diferent positions
of the arched roadway under supporting measures and its
AE characteristics. Te arch tunnel model is established by
FLAC3D numerical simulation software, and the
Mohr–Coulomb constitutive model is provided. Te Fish
language is compiled to add a bolt-cable support structure to
the roadway model (Figure 1). To study the deformation of
the supporting roadway and the fractured state of the rock
around the roadway under diferent dynamic loading
conditions, the dynamic loads with the energy values of
1× 103, 1× 104, 1× 105, and 1× 106 J are applied at diferent
positions of the model end face. As for the location selection
of the dynamic load, the above, upper left 45°, and horizontal
directions of themodel are selected, and a 10×10m dynamic
load is applied in the middle of the model at the above
position (Figure 2).

Observing the AE phenomenon within the rock around
the roadway by numerical simulation and predicting the
deformation of the roadway surrounding rock have certain
practical signifcance in studying the roadway support and
controlling the deformation of the surrounding rock.

3. Model Establishment, Parameter Selection,
and Dynamic Load Application Criteria

3.1. Establishment of Numerical Model. Herein, FLAC3D
numerical simulation software is selected to establish an arch
roadway model with a model size of 50m× 50m× 50m.Te
boundary of both sides of the model is set as a horizontal
simple support constraint, and the horizontal displacement
of the boundary on both sides is fxed.Te lower boundary is
set as a fxed support constraint to fx its horizontal and
vertical displacements, and the upper boundary applies
a uniform load according to the buried depth condition. Te
model grid is divided by the embedded cylindrical and
rectangular roadway radial gradient rectangular grids. Two
problems are studied herein. One is the infuence of the
dynamic load energy at diferent sizes on the AE charac-
teristics of the supporting roadway model. Te second is the
infuence of the dynamic load energy at diferent positions
on the AE characteristics of the model.

3.2. Parameter Analysis. After dividing the grid unit, the
FLAC3D model can provide diferent lithological me-
chanical characteristics of the unit. According to the actual
geological conditions and lithology borehole histogram, the
model is given siltstone and fne sandstone from top to
bottom (Figure 3). Te mechanical parameters of rock mass
are presented in Table 1.

3.3. Dynamic Load Application Criterion. Te magnitude of
the dynamic load applied in the model is determined
according to the relationship proposed by A. McGarr [19]
between the peak particle velocity, the distance R from the

source center to the dynamic impact damage point, and the
rockburst intensity.

lg(Rv) � 3.95 + 0.57ML, (3)

lgEL � 1.8 + 1.9ML, (4)

where R is the distance from the dynamic load location to the
monitoring point (unit: cm) and V is the peak velocity of the
surrounding rock vibrating particle detected by the moni-
toring point (unit: cm/s). Te unit of Rv is cm2/s, EL is the
unit of energy size J, and ML is the magnitude.

According to equations (3) and (4), it is deduced that

v �
103.41+lgEL

R
. (5)

In FLAC3D, the dynamic load is applied to the model by
calling the Fish function, and the dynamic load arrangement
of the interface source is used to apply the dynamic load with
an area of 10m× 10m on the end face of the model. To
facilitate the analysis, the dynamic load stress wave is
simplifed as a section of the cosine wave harmonics.
According to the diferent distances and positions of the
source, it is applied to the roadway model, and the vibration
period is 0.1 s. To ensure that the energy of the applied
dynamic load is within the scope of the scheme design, the
relationship between the velocity, distance, and energy of
equation (5) is used to achieve diferent source strength
characteristics by setting diferent source velocities Vmax. To
ensure that the applied dynamic load is within the scope of
the design scheme, the survey line is set on the roadway
surface, and the velocity of the source stress wave reaching
the surface of the roadway is measured to determine the size
of the applied dynamic load. Te measuring line arrange-
ment is shown in Figure 4. Te corresponding relationship
between the parameters taken by diferent intensity dynamic
loads and the source distance is shown in Table 2.

4. Simulation Result Analysis

4.1. Application of Dynamic Load Directly above the Model.
As shown in Figure 5, when the dynamic load is applied
above the end face of the model, the dynamic load of 1× 104,
1× 105, and 1× 106 J is applied, respectively, and the AE
distribution map under the three conditions is obtained.
According to the AE distributionmap, the following analysis
is conducted.

As shown in Figure 5(a), when a dynamic load with the
energy of 1× 104 J is applied directly above the model, several
four-party AE events are gathered on the end face directly
above the model. From the distribution of the AE events, the
energy of the dynamic load is transferred from the upper
direction of the model to the surrounding roadway. As the
dynamic load energy is transmitted in the form of waves, the
energy passes through the rock strata of diferent lithologies in
the transfer process, and the energy is attenuated. When the
fourth power energy is transferred to the roadway, the energy
has been attenuated to the third power energy, so there are few
fourth power energy events around the roadway. From the 3D
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Figure 2: Numerical simulation diagram of dynamic load application position.
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Figure 3: Model layer lithology diagram.

Table 1: Mechanical parameters of rock mass.

Density
(kg·m−3)

Bulk modulus
(GPa)

Shear modulus
(GPa)

Angle of internal
friction (°)

Tensile strength
(MPa)

Siltstone 2.75 8.10 4.84 35.7 3.41
Fine sandstone 2.7 7.87 3.38 38.8 5.79

Roadway
center line

Anchor barAnch
or

 ro
pe

Figure 1: Numerical simulation model diagram of roadway support.
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distribution state of the AE events, the number of AE events in
the middle of the roadway is relatively denser than at both
ends of the roadway because the dynamic load is applied
directly above the middle of the roadway. Due to the barrier
efect of the roadway on the dynamic load stress waves, the AE
events near the roadway foor are few, but the AE events at the
roadway bottom angle are many, and the energy of the AE
events is less than the fourth power. Terefore, the tunnel
bottom angle support should be strengthened in engineering
construction.

Figure 5(c) shows the case where a dynamic load with the
energy of 1× 105 J is applied above the model. As the applied
dynamic load energy increases, the number of AE events
signifcantly increases. During the dynamic load energy
transfer process, the ffth power dynamic load energy also
decayed, and from the AE event distribution state, the ffth
power energy events were mainly distributed above the
model, which was the same as the case of applying the fourth
power dynamic load energy. According to the 3D distri-
bution state of the AE events, the AE events with the third
power energy are mainly distributed around the roadway,
and the distribution state of the AE energy in the middle of
the roadway and near the foor is similar to the case when the
fourth power dynamic load is applied.

Figure 5(c) shows the case where a dynamic load with the
energy of 1× 106 J is applied above the model. Te transfer
path of the dynamic load energy is the same as that of the
fourth and ffth power dynamic load energy. However, on
the transfer path of the dynamic load energy, most of the AE
events on the transfer path with the sixth power dynamic
load energy are the ffth power energy. From the 3D dis-
tribution state of the AE events, several AE events with the
ffth and fourth power energies appear around the roadway,
indicating that under the dynamic load disturbance of the
sixth power energy, the model elements around the roadway
release elastic strain energy greater than the fourth power
energy. Te AE event distribution in the bottom angle area
of the roadway is similar to the dynamic load with the fourth
and ffth power energy, but the AE of the model with the
dynamic load with the sixth power energy exceeds the third
power energy, which is related to the dynamic load energy
applied by the model.

4.2. Dynamic Load Applied 45° from Top Left of Model.
As shown in Figure 6, in the upper left of the model end face
45° direction were applied to 1× 104 J, 1× 105 J, and 1× 106 J
dynamic load case, the propagation path of the dynamic

Line 1

Line 2

Line 3

Figure 4: Line layout diagram.

Table 2: Dynamic load intensity and source distance parameters.

Energy of source Hypocentral distance (m) Line monitoring peak velocity
(vmax, unity: m·s−1)

1× 103–1× 104 J
23.45 0.17
33.49 0.12
22.35 0.18

1× 104–1× 105 J
23.45 0.35
33.49 0.24
22.35 0.36

1× 104–1× 105 J
23.45 0.69
33.49 0.48
22.35 0.73
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stress wave is almost the same. However, the dynamic load of
diferent energies induced by distributing the AE events is
very diferent.

As shown in Figure 6(a), when a dynamic load energy of
1× 104 J is applied at 45° above the left of the model, several
four-power energy events appear near the dynamic load
source and propagate down to the surface of the tunnel,
indicating that a large amount of elastic strain energy stored
inside the model element is released under the applied
dynamic load disturbance. During the energy transfer, the
energy is greatly attenuated by the infuence of the distance
and model layer, which is similar to the case of applying the
dynamic load directly above themodel. From the perspective
of the AE distribution, the roadway is surrounded by many
AE events of cubic energy. Te number of AE events in the
middle of the roadway greatly exceeds that at both ends of
the roadway because the dynamic load position is projected
in the middle of the roadway, and the distance from both
ends of the roadway to the dynamic load source is farther.

As shown in Figure 6(b), when a dynamic load energy of
1× 105 J is applied at 45° above the left of the model, the
dynamic load source area mostly reaches the ffth power
energy. However, compared with the AE events of the fourth

power, the AE events of the ffth power are still relatively few,
indicating that the dynamic load energy of the ffth power
does not induce most of the AE events of the ffth power. In
the energy transfer path, the most distribution is the fourth
power energy of the AE events, and the energy transfer
process also occurred in the inevitable attenuation. From the
distribution of the AE events, there are four square energy
AE events around the roadway, which shows that the dy-
namic load of the fve square energy makes the model unit
around the roadway break, thus inducing the model unit to
release four square elastic strain energy.

As shown in Figure 6(c), the dynamic load energy of
1× 106 J is applied at 45° above the left side of the model. As
the applied dynamic load energy increases, the energy of the
AE event in the dynamic load source area reaches the energy
of the sixth power.Tere aremany AE events withmore than
the fourth power energy on the energy transfer path, in-
dicating that the dynamic load of the sixth power energy
induces a larger range of small energy AE events. Te several
fourth power energy AE events also appeared on the surface
of the tunnel, indicating that the greater the applied dynamic
load energy, the more the energy that can induce AE events
will also increase.

0J~1×103J
1×103J~1×104J
1×104J~1×105J

(a)

0J~1×103J
1×103J~1×104J
1×104J~1×105J

(b)

0J~1×103J
1×103J~1×104J
1×104J~1×105J
1×105J~1×106J

(c)

Figure 5: Distribution state diagram of acoustic emission right above the model. (a) State distribution diagram of four-power dynamic load
energy acoustic emission. (b) State distribution diagram of fve-power dynamic load energy acoustic emission. (c) State distribution diagram
of six-power dynamic load energy acoustic emission.
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4.3.ModelApplyingDynamicLoadHorizontally. As shown in
Figure 7, when the dynamic loads of 1× 104, 1× 105, and
1× 106 J are applied in the horizontal direction of the model,
according to the distribution state diagram of the AE events, the
transmission path of the dynamic load stress wave is transmitted
from the horizontal direction to the roadway. In addition,
because the dynamic load stress wave is transmitted in the same
layer during transmission, the propagation of the dynamic load
energy is less afected by the lithology of the rock layer.

As shown in Figure 7(a), when the applied dynamic load is
the fourth power, the AE events on the dynamic stress wave
transmission path are mainly the fourth power, but there are
some AE events with energy exceeding the fourth power. Tis
may be because the rock on the dynamic stress wave prop-
agation path breaks under the action of the dynamic-static
load coupling, thereby releasing energy to produce AE events
with energy exceeding the fourth power. Around the roadway,
the AE events are mainly dominated by three square energy
events, and the AE events of the fourth power energy are
mainly distributed in the middle of the roadway. At both ends
of the roadway, the number of AE events is small.

As shown in Figure 7(b), when the applied dynamic load
is the ffth power, the AE events on the stress wave trans-
mission path of the dynamic load are mainly the ffth power
dynamic load energy. Te model unit is subjected to the
dynamic–static load coupling. Like the application of the
fourth power dynamic load energy, the model applying the
ffth power dynamic load energy also has AE events that
exceed the ffth power energy on the dynamic load stress
wave propagation path. Te AE events gathered in the
middle of the roadway are mainly the dynamic load energy
of the fourth and ffth powers. Te number of AE events at
both ends of the roadway is small, most of which are the
dynamic load energy of the third power.

As shown in Figure 7(c), when the applied dynamic load
is the sixth power, the AE events on the transmission path of
the dynamic load stress wave are mainly the sixth power
dynamic load energy, and the AE events in the middle of the
roadway are mainly the fourth and ffth power dynamic load
energy. Te number of AE events at both ends of the
roadway is similar to that of the model that applied the
fourth and ffth power dynamic loads.

0J~1×103J
1×103J~1×104J
1×104J~1×105J

(a)

0J~1×103J
1×103J~1×104J
1×104J~1×105J

(b)

0J~1×103J
1×103J~1×104J
1×104J~1×105J
1×105J~1×106J

(c)

Figure 6: Distribution state diagram of acoustic emission at 45° upper left of the model. (a) State distribution diagram of four-power
dynamic load energy acoustic emission. (b) State distribution diagram of fve-power dynamic load energy acoustic emission. (c) State
distribution diagram of six-power dynamic load energy acoustic emission.
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5. Conclusion

Trough numerical simulation, this paper explores the AE
characteristics of supporting roadways when diferent dy-
namic load energy values are applied at diferent positions.
According to the theoretical analysis, the following con-
clusions are drawn:

(1) Te strength and distance of the dynamic load source
directly impact the AE events. When the dynamic
load energy is applied to the end face of the model,
the AE energy events near the source location are
larger, and the AE events are denser. However, in the
propagation path of the dynamic stress wave to the
roadway because the dynamic stress wave passes
through the rock strata of diferent lithologies during
transmission, the energy attenuates during propa-
gation.Terefore, the AE events near and around the
roadway are mainly small energy, and the AE events
in the middle of the roadway are denser than those at
both ends of the roadway.

(2) When the dynamic stress wave propagates in the
rock strata of the same lithology, the energy atten-
uation of the AE event is smaller than that in the rock
strata of diferent lithologies, and the AE event is
more concentrated.

(3) Te roadway has a barrier efect on the dynamic load
stress wave. According to the 3D distribution state
diagram of the AE, when the dynamic load stress
wave passes through the roadway, the number of AE
events on the other side of the roadway decreases
sharply, especially when the dynamic load is applied
directly above the model and 45° on the left.
According to this phenomenon, roadways are
arranged in mines prone to mine earthquakes, and
high-level measure roadways can be constructed
above the roadways to protect the roadways.

(4) Te dynamic load source above the roadway in-
duces the deformation and failure of the bottom
angle of the roadway, resulting in the instability of
the surrounding rock structure of the roadway.

0J~1×103J
1×103J~1×104J
1×104J~1×105J

(a)

0J~1×103J
1×103J~1×104J
1×104J~1×105J
1×105J~1×106J

(b)

0J~1×103J
1×103J~1×104J
1×104J~1×105J
1×105J~1×106J

(c)

Figure 7: Distribution state diagram of horizontal acoustic emission of the model. (a) State distribution diagram of four-power dynamic
load energy acoustic emission. (b) State distribution diagram of fve-power dynamic load energy acoustic emission. (c) State distribution
diagram of six-power dynamic load energy acoustic emission.
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Terefore, the bottom angle support of the roadway
should be strengthened in the process of roadway
support.
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